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Brief Overview
• Overview of Open Access and Plan S

• Relevance to arts, heritage and social 
sciences

• Q&A



History of Open Access



What is Open Access?

• Open Access is a different way to publish academic output
• Subscription models have dominated the industry since it began
• This model means access to the content is restricted to those who can 

pay (although inter-library loans, libraries etc help mitigate this)
• Open Access publishing means anyone can read the academic paper, 

book or monograph but…
• ….payment usually shifts to the publishing author via an Article 

Processing Charge



In the beginning….
• Scientific researchers have been pushing for open access since the 

1970s (self-archiving); with first online only titles appeared in 1990s

• Became a driven movement (primarily by scientists & their funding 
agencies) just after the turn of the century

• True desire to ‘make research’ free to read and to disrupt publishing 
model and hierarchy of titles coincided with increasing internet use

• Concern over academics freely providing content, editorial and peer 
review services and then having to pay to access content



What happened next?
• Budapest Open Access Initiative Statement, Feb 2003
• Bethesda Statement on Open Access, June 2003
• Berlin Declaration on Open Access in the Sciences and Humanities, October 

2003

• First Open Access publisher launched in 2000 (now known as BioMed Central)

• Academics signed letter for Publishers to make content ‘freely available’ in 2001; 
led to PLOS (Public Library of Science) being established

• Debate still dominated by Western scientific academic with little movement by big, 
traditional subscription publishers or those in HSS



Status Quo emerged...
• Academics realised they weren’t having the impact they wanted; plus there were 

concerns of access to content and funding (within STM and more widely in HSS)

• Funding agencies became more heavily involved; alongside broadening of Open 
Access agenda into Open Science & Open Research

• Commercial publishers realised the pressure to publish Open Access and all 
launched pure Open Access titles or Hybrid journals (allowing protection of 
subscription fees)

• The status quo over high impact titles and access was still there and progress 
was slow



Open Access: Licences and Requirements



How many version of Open Access?
• Numerous versions of Open Access are now available and all are compliant with 

most funding agencies and research institutions

■ Gold: Open at point of publication (Version of Record), usually pays an 
Article Processing Charge

■ Green: Open version of Author Accepted Manuscript, can have embargo

■ Diamond: Gold Open Access but with no fee payable



What does that mean for copyright?
• Unlike subscription publishing where most authors grant the publisher copyright to 

the final published article, Open Access publishing created new licences

• Creative Commons licences are most widely used:

■ CC-BY: most common, content can be reused in commercial and non-
commercial including all derivatives; attribution must be given

■ CC-BY NC: same rights as above but content cannot be re-used in 
commercial situations (imposed by many US government funding agencies)

■ CC-BY NC ND: as above but not commercial and cannot be used in any 
other format (can only be downloaded and shared with credit)



And what does it mean for you?

• Funders: may only grant funds to researchers publishing via Open Access

• Institutions: may need to create repositories to host research published via a 
Green route (or provide a solution to those authors); need to realise the impact on 
academics and will need to manage budgets for publishing Open Access as well 
as financial limitations

• Academics: new licences mean new understanding of your rights (and those of 
others); plus understanding who has the budgets to pay



cOAlition S and the introduction of Plan S



Impact of Plan S from 2021

• The Open Access movement is no longer driven by researchers; the debate is 
now dominated by funders and research institutions (predominately but not 
exclusively in the UK/EU and US

• Group of Funders created cOAlitionS to set a deadline for implementing Open 
Access publishing for all their funded authors

• This deadline begins in January 2021



What is happening now in STM?

• Big Publishers are announcing Open Access options (Nature at $11,000); concern 
remains at societies and among the Global South & certain research subjects

• Price transparency framework needs to be implemented to remain compliant

• Plan S have launched a journal checker tool & stated their Rights Retention 
Strategy (which caused a backlash from Publishers)

• OA Switchboard should launch



Impact for arts, humanities and social sciences



Impact for your academics & institutions
• cOAlition S will impact you if you receive any funding from Plan S members - if 

you do those authors will need to publish Open Access as part of their funding 
conditions

• Funders, and publishers, realise there is less funding available in the arts, 
humanities and social sciences sectors than STM 

• However, the Open Access and Open Research movement is strongly supported 
by UK government which expects all UK academic output to eventually be 
published under an Open Access business model



What you need to think about?
• Check to see if anyone in your institution is funded by a Plan S funder?

• If they funded by Plan S funder (v small amount)?

• Have to publish Open Access from 2021

• Where  - which journals etc are they allowed to published

• Copyright will rest with the authors

• Licences are more open and more inclusive in terms of reuse

• Get in touch with us



National Lottery Heritage Fund: CC-BY

• All heritage organisations who are in receipt of funding from 
the NLHF must make their digitised content created with this 
funding available under a Creative Commons Attribution 
Licence (CC BY).

• Digitised content can include:
o Photographs and films;
o Paintings, drawings and sculptures;
o Letters, historic records and manuscripts and other 

documents.



Q&A



How can we help?
Consultancy

• Brexit GDPR and IP Health Checks

Training dates:

• Open Access and ‘Plan S’ for Researchers, 
Library and Information Professionals - 11 
March 2021, 10am – 1pm 

• Orphan Works Post Brexit - 16 March 2021, 
10am – 1pm 

Book your place: naomikorn.com/services/training

Get in touch: naomikorn.com/services/consulting/
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